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Community members walk with elected officials from San Gabriel, Alhambra, MontereyCommunity members walk with elected officials from San Gabriel, Alhambra, Monterey
Park and Rosemead, as well as local law enforcement during a rally and marchPark and Rosemead, as well as local law enforcement during a rally and march
Against Anti-Asian Hate Crimes and Racism� from San Gabriel City Hall to AlhambraAgainst Anti-Asian Hate Crimes and Racism� from San Gabriel City Hall to Alhambra
City Hall in San Gabriel on Friday, March 26, 2021. (Photo by Libby Cline-Birmingham,City Hall in San Gabriel on Friday, March 26, 2021. (Photo by Libby Cline-Birmingham,
Contributing Photographer)Contributing Photographer)
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In the past year-and-a-half of the COVID-19 pandemic, we witnessed a dramaticIn the past year-and-a-half of the COVID-19 pandemic, we witnessed a dramatic

rise in hate crimes against Asians. But the mass shooting of Asian women inrise in hate crimes against Asians. But the mass shooting of Asian women in

Atlanta, the fatal attack on Vicha Ratanapakdee, the slashing of Noel Quintana’sAtlanta, the fatal attack on Vicha Ratanapakdee, the slashing of Noel Quintana’s

face with a knife on a subway, the many attacks on our Asian elders – these anti-face with a knife on a subway, the many attacks on our Asian elders – these anti-

immigrant and anti-Asian sentiments are nothing new. These tragic events areimmigrant and anti-Asian sentiments are nothing new. These tragic events are

reminiscent of the 1982 murder of Vincent Chin, the Chinese American brutallyreminiscent of the 1982 murder of Vincent Chin, the Chinese American brutally

murdered by two former auto workers who blamed Japanese auto companies formurdered by two former auto workers who blamed Japanese auto companies for

the loss of their jobs.the loss of their jobs.

While President Biden’s actions signing into law the COVID-19 Hate Crimes Bill onWhile President Biden’s actions signing into law the COVID-19 Hate Crimes Bill on

May 20th is commendable, they’re only first steps. More must be done to identifyMay 20th is commendable, they’re only first steps. More must be done to identify

long-term solutions that can address the structural racism affecting the safetylong-term solutions that can address the structural racism affecting the safety

and health of Asian Americans.and health of Asian Americans.

First, we can start by acknowledging that even those who are not direct victims ofFirst, we can start by acknowledging that even those who are not direct victims of

hate crimes experience worsened health as a result. Reports of the elderlyhate crimes experience worsened health as a result. Reports of the elderly

avoiding walks and families postponing trips to the grocery store in fear of anti-avoiding walks and families postponing trips to the grocery store in fear of anti-

Asian hate crimes are widespread, and such accounts of people consistentlyAsian hate crimes are widespread, and such accounts of people consistently

avoiding daily activities in public spaces due to the perceived dangers of livingavoiding daily activities in public spaces due to the perceived dangers of living

their lives can be a mental strain not only to the people choosing to staytheir lives can be a mental strain not only to the people choosing to stay

sheltered at home but to those who hear of these painful stories as well.sheltered at home but to those who hear of these painful stories as well.

Second, we need to increase health care access for underserved AsianSecond, we need to increase health care access for underserved Asian

Americans. Language and culture gaps are huge barriers preventing AsianAmericans. Language and culture gaps are huge barriers preventing Asian

Americans from reporting hate crimes and receiving adequate health care, andAmericans from reporting hate crimes and receiving adequate health care, and

our current healthcare system fails to sufficiently invest in health care providersour current healthcare system fails to sufficiently invest in health care providers

and infrastructure that can help address those issues. For many Asian Americans,and infrastructure that can help address those issues. For many Asian Americans,

this may manifest into situations where individuals delay basic preventive healththis may manifest into situations where individuals delay basic preventive health

care check-ups in fear of potential social discomfort or discrimination, waitingcare check-ups in fear of potential social discomfort or discrimination, waiting

until their health deteriorates to a point where it is too late.until their health deteriorates to a point where it is too late.

Third, we need immigration reform. Immigration policy directly impacts publicThird, we need immigration reform. Immigration policy directly impacts public

health,  as federal law requires most legal immigrants to wait five years beforehealth,  as federal law requires most legal immigrants to wait five years before

they can qualify for federal safety net benefits, including the Affordable Care Actthey can qualify for federal safety net benefits, including the Affordable Care Act

and non-emergency Medicaid. The problem is, even when immigrants do qualifyand non-emergency Medicaid. The problem is, even when immigrants do qualify

for health benefits, they choose not to use them out of fear that it may jeopardizefor health benefits, they choose not to use them out of fear that it may jeopardize

their legal status in the country and path to U.S. citizenship. Popular (andtheir legal status in the country and path to U.S. citizenship. Popular (and

harmful) sentiments about immigration and race become enshrined inharmful) sentiments about immigration and race become enshrined in

immigration policy, exacerbating health disparities and proliferating xenophobicimmigration policy, exacerbating health disparities and proliferating xenophobic

ideas that affect Asian Americans, who are often perceived as perpetualideas that affect Asian Americans, who are often perceived as perpetual

foreigners regardless of their actual citizenship status.foreigners regardless of their actual citizenship status.
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Finally, accurate data infrastructure that can shed light on the discriminationFinally, accurate data infrastructure that can shed light on the discrimination

Asians experience in housing, healthcare, education, and the workforce areAsians experience in housing, healthcare, education, and the workforce are

essential. One of the major reasons we have not done more to address inequitiesessential. One of the major reasons we have not done more to address inequities

for Asian groups is because we have not had the data to do so. Especially neededfor Asian groups is because we have not had the data to do so. Especially needed

are data that disaggregate Asians into the various Asian ethnic subgroups. Asianare data that disaggregate Asians into the various Asian ethnic subgroups. Asian

subgroups are extremely diverse socioeconomically, linguistically, and culturally.subgroups are extremely diverse socioeconomically, linguistically, and culturally.

Disaggregating Asian subgroup data will help to identify where the needs are inDisaggregating Asian subgroup data will help to identify where the needs are in

our diverse community and direct resources to those in need.our diverse community and direct resources to those in need.

Furthermore, my research suggests that stress from the long and arduousFurthermore, my research suggests that stress from the long and arduous

process of applying for an immigration visa, a process exacerbated by politicallyprocess of applying for an immigration visa, a process exacerbated by politically

created immigration visa backlogs, contribute to health disparities among Asiancreated immigration visa backlogs, contribute to health disparities among Asian

immigrants in the U.S. We need immigration policies that are just and equitable,immigrants in the U.S. We need immigration policies that are just and equitable,

and that streamline the immigration application process.and that streamline the immigration application process.

Asian Americans experience systemic racism in all sectors of society, but ourAsian Americans experience systemic racism in all sectors of society, but our

needs are often overlooked. This Asian American and Pacific Islander Heritageneeds are often overlooked. This Asian American and Pacific Islander Heritage

Month, I implore you to consider how you can help be a better ally to the AAPIMonth, I implore you to consider how you can help be a better ally to the AAPI

communities and play your part in supporting better systems that will addresscommunities and play your part in supporting better systems that will address

structural issues to create opportunity for all.structural issues to create opportunity for all.

Brittany Morey is an assistant professor of public health at University ofBrittany Morey is an assistant professor of public health at University of

California, Irvine.  Her research examines how social and physical environmentsCalifornia, Irvine.  Her research examines how social and physical environments

contribute to health and health disparities among racial and ethnic minoritycontribute to health and health disparities among racial and ethnic minority

populations, including immigrant groups.populations, including immigrant groups.
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